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Air sea interaction

- key process in the dynamics of the atmosphere, the ocean and the climate system.
- mainly consists in the exchange of heat, inertia, fresh water and chemical substances.

→ we exclusively focus on the exchange of momentum.

Todays numerical models mathematically treat the atmosphere differently than the ocean:

atmosphere:
Dirichlet boundary

condition
⇔ wind is supposed to

vanish at the surface
⇔ direct effect of ocean

currents neglected

ocean:
Neumann boundary

condition
⇔ the shear of the atmosphere on the ocean is

applied to the ocean

Such kind of mixed treatment might be justified at large spatial scales and long time
scales, but might not be adapted when the resolution, in both, the atmosphere and the
ocean become ever finer.

Uses of quadratic drag law: its robustness seems above any doubt in fluid mechanics.

We compare this “classical” implementation of the air-sea momentum exchange to a
dynamically consistent implementation based on Newton’s third law.

The quadratic drag law sources of instability: 1D model (stationary flow, v vanishing, u = u(y))

Atmosphere: shallow layer of constant depth subject to a large scale forcing, a constant drag coefficient
and a viscous dissipation in the horizontal.

cD

Ha|u
a(y)|ua(y)−νa∂yyua(y) = F0 cos(2πy/L)

atmospheric velocity u
strong gradient around vanishing velocity (y=0.25L)

νa = 0 lead to vertical gradient at y=0.25L

=⇒
=⇒

atmospheric vorticity
peak of potential vorticity at (y=0.25L)

singularity with vorticity going to infinity
at y=0.25L

Atmospheric viscosity control the width and the height of the atmospheric vorticity peak.

Ocean: subject to a force transmitted by the atmosphere Fao = νa∂yyua + F̃a at its surface and to a linear
damping at its lower boundary. F̃a is the force applied to the atmospheric layer by the pressure gradient.

oceanic velocity u
Low gradient of velocity around y=0.25L
Plateau of vanishing velocity for νa 6= 0

=⇒
oceanic vorticity

three maxima of oceanic vorticity
(instead of one for the atmosphere)

Vorticity maxima are key to barotropic instability as shown by Rayleigh’s and Fjortoft’s criterion for
barotropic instability (see Vallis 2006, Paldor & Ghil 1997).

The distance between the maxima, which is the important length scale for instability is governed by the
atmospheric eddy viscosity.

Consequence of the drag law in a SW model

• Physical model:

Rossby radius of deforma-
tion (typical scale for the
horizontal coordinate):
Rdo =

√
goHo/ f = 20km

Rda =
√

gaHa/ f = 200km

• Mathematical model: Reduced gravity shallow water equations

∂tuk +uk∂xuk + vk∂yuk − f vk +gk∂xhk = νk∇2uk +Fk
x + F̃k

x

∂tvk +uk∂xvk + vk∂yvk + f uk +gk∂yhk = νk∇2vk +Fk
y + F̃k

y

∂thk +∂x[hkuk]+∂y[hkvk] = 0,

Fk: frictional accelerations at the interface parametrized by a quadratic drag law. The
shear applied to the ocean is calculating using the velocity difference between wind
and current:(

f o
x

f o
y

)
= ρaCd

√
(uo−ua)2+(vo− va)2

(
uo−ua

vo− va

)
, Cd = 8.10−4 (drag coefficient)

One way interaction (1W): the shear applied to the atmosphere neglects the effects of
ocean currents, the ocean is a rough motion-less surface.
Two way interaction (2W): f a =− f o.

Initially: - narrow jet in geostrophic equilibrium in the x-direction in the ocean.
- narrow jet in geostrophic equilibrium in the y-direction in the atmosphere.

F̃a: restoring acts to force the atmosphere at large scale to initial conditions.
F̃o: damping in the ocean to dissipate mechanical energy.

• Numerical model: - Fine spatial resolution (dx=dy=2km) in the x and y direction.
- Short time step (t = 15s).

Ocean instabilities in the 2D 1W model
• Mean potential vorticity (PV)

Same phenomenon as in the 1D model but not symmetric (layer thicknesses different in SW model).
Higher height at 260km→ atmospheric PV peak smaller and larger→ oceanic maxima more distant.

• Oceanic potential vorticity anomaly
- Two lines of instabilities in the ocean at 260km and 740km
- Stronger and bigger at 260km because the distance between
ocean potential vorticity extrema is larger.
- Turbulent dissipation of energy decreases the amplitude of
oceanic potential vorticity.
- No anomaly in the atmosphere.

• Turbulent scale λ =
√

<ζ2>
2<u2+v2>

Atmosphere: λa=0km at 260 and 740km (velocity vanishes)
Ocean: λo ' Rdo at the locations of instability.

Rdo(740km) = 18.8km
Rdo(260km) = 20.7km

}
⇒ larger scale at 260km be-

cause of the height variation.

- eddies size = 2πλ → numerous eddies at y = 740km.

→ Agrees with the results of Paldor & Ghil (1997): “the most unstable mode of a shallow water

current having a cosh-velocity-profile to be connected to the Rdo”.
→ The ocean adapts to the dynamics of the atmosphere at large scale, but develops it own dynamic
with typical scale of the order of the Rdo.

Amplification of instabilities in ocean and atmosphere in 2D 2W model

Atmospheric PV anomaly

- Two atmospheric eddies (260 and 740km)
→ turbulent dissipation of energy

→ potential vorticity peaks larger than in 1W


- they move along the x-direction with the mean flow.

ho(740km)'
183m

ho(260km)'
221m

=⇒

Oceanic PV anomaly

oceanic potential vorticity maxima more distant
→ instabilities bigger and stronger

• Turbulent scale:
Atmosphere: λa ' 10km (=oceanic small scale) ⇔ unstable dynamics in the
atmosphere is slaved to the ocean dynamics.
- Along x only one structure of the order of Rda= synoptic scale leaves its
imprint in the instability dynamics (not in the y-direction due to the forcing).

Ocean: Retro-action of the atmosphere → height variation higher in the ocean

→ Rdo longer:
Rdo(740km) = 19.1km
Rdo(260km) = 21km

}
⇒ λo ' 25km larger than in 1W.

Conclusion and Perspective

• Instabilities are only apparent in high resolution model which resolve
the scale of the Rdo in the atmosphere and the ocean.

• Instabilities are really due to the physics of the quadratic drag law and
the atmospheric turbulent viscosity. It is not due to the numerics.

• Instability can only propagate from the ocean to the atmosphere in
2-way interaction.

• How the here discovered mechanism acts
in more complicated model?

• Research of small scales structures in the
ocean near lines of vanishing wind stress.


